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WHAT SYMPTOMS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH MOG ANTIBODY DISEASE?

Well, that’s a complicated question!

It depends on which part of the central nervous system is being affected. Generally, the areas affected in MOG Antibody Disease (MOG-AD) include the following:

- **BRAIN**
- **OPTIC NERVE**
- **SPINAL CORD**

Inflammation caused by MOG-AD in these areas causes the following:

- **BRAIN** ↓ **Encephalitis**
- **OPTIC NERVE** ↓ **Optic Neuritis**
- **SPINAL CORD** ↓ **Transverse Myelitis**

Encephalitis, optic neuritis, or transverse myelitis may occur on their own, together at the same time, or on separate occasions (for example someone may initially have only optic neuritis and then develop month to years later transverse myelitis).

When there is inflammation in the brain and spinal cord occurring at the same time (+/- the optic nerve) this is called **encephalomyelitis**. This kind of presentation is more common in children with MOG-AD, whereas adults more commonly present with optic neuritis and/or transverse myelitis.
Symptoms may or may not be MOG-related. Only your medical provider can determine the root cause.

Symptoms listed here were gathered from clinical studies mentioned in the reference section. As MOG-AD research evolves, new symptoms may be identified.
Symptoms may or may not be MOG related. Only your medical provider can determine the root cause.

Symptoms listed here were gathered from clinical studies mentioned in the reference section. As MOG-AD research evolves, new symptoms may be identified.

IF DIAGNOSED WITH OPTIC NEURITIS (ON), A PERSON COULD EXPERIENCE...

- Blurred vision
- Complete loss of vision
- Impaired color vision
- Sensitivity to light (photophobia)
- Partial loss of vision or blind spot (scotomas and other visual field defects)
- Pain around or behind the eye, usually worse with movement

One attack (monophasic)
Multiple attacks (multiphasic)
IF DIAGNOSED WITH TRANSVERSE MYELITIS (TM), A PERSON COULD EXPERIENCE...

**Sensory issues**
- Pins and needles, tingling, electrical sensation, numbness, and/or burning/cold sensations (paresthesias)
- Sensitivity to touch
- Pain radiating from your back and hip into your legs through the spine (radicular pain)
- An electrical shock sensation that occurs on bending the neck and shoots down the spine (Lhermitte’s phenomenon)
- Band-like abdominal or chest pressure

**Motor/Functional issues**
- Limb weakness (can be both sides or just one side)
- Muscle stiffening or tightening; twitching (limb spasticity)
- Painful involuntary muscular contractions (painful tonic spasms)
- Bowel issues (constipation, incontinence or urgency)
- Bladder issues (urgency and/or frequency, difficulty emptying, incontinence)
- Difficulty breathing (dyspnea)

- Symptoms may or may not be MOG related. Only your medical provider can determine the root cause.
- Symptoms listed here were gathered from clinical studies mentioned in the reference section. As MOG-AD research evolves, new symptoms may be identified.
OTHER GENERAL SYMPTOMS THAT CAN OCCUR IN MOG-AD INCLUDE...

General Issues

- Headache
- Neck stiffness
- Fever
- Fatigue
- Dizziness
- Sensitivity to heat, exercise and/or stress (Uhthoff’s phenomenon)
- Irritability
- Anxiety
- Loss of appetite

- Symptoms may or may not be MOG related. Only your medical provider can determine the root cause.
- Symptoms listed here were gathered from clinical studies mentioned in the reference section. As MOG-AD research evolves, new symptoms may be identified.
**Wow, that’s complicated!**

**How does my doctor diagnose what type I have?**

Fortunately, your doctor not only has enough experience and training to diagnose which disorder you have but also has several tools in the toolbox to choose from, including:

- **Considering your most common and most prominent symptoms**

- **Your MRI, OCT, and other diagnostic scans**

- **Your lab work:**
  - Including AQP4 and MOG antibodies
  - Spinal fluid analysis (not always necessary)
  - Other bloodwork which will vary depending on the clinical picture

- **Your short-term and long-term responses to therapy**
  - Symptoms you present with if you relapse
  - Changes in your scans or lab work
What do my MOG Antibody titer levels tell my doctor?

- At this point, the test results mainly just tell your doctor that your problem is caused by MOG-AD and it helps aid in your diagnosis and treatment plan.

- MOG antibody titer levels generally are higher during a relapse than while in remission; however, patients may experience relapses with stable titer levels or titer level decreases.

- Even in some cases, patients have relapsed at a low or negative titer level.

- A proportion of patients have shown decreasing titer levels or a negative titer level within 8 to 36 months after their initial attack; this may be associated with a monophasic disease course.

- However, following negative results, some patients can return to having blood test results with a positive titer level.

- Due to the possibility of fluctuation in titers and the disappearance of titers in some patients, some specialists have recommended re-test intervals every 6-12 months, but the clinical utility of monitoring titers is not clear.
What is a relapse vs pseudo-relapse?

- A **relapse** is objectively defined in a medical setting when you present to your doctor or hospital with new or worsening central nervous system symptoms. Generally, if your symptoms gradually worsen over 24-48 hours, there is heightened concern of a relapse.

  - The presence of new inflammation or lesions on MRI confirm a relapse, however, lack of MRI findings does not rule out a relapse. This is where your doctor will need to decide using medical expertise.

  - For example, for most MOG-AD patients who experience ON, the earliest indicator of a true relapse vs pseudo-relapse is vision loss.

  - Often called a **flare** by the MOG-AD Community

- A **pseudo-relapse** is the recurrence of neurologic symptoms often due to an exacerbating factor or trigger, such as heat, stress, or sickness. Pseudo-relapses can often be distinguished clinically from relapses by their fluctuance in severity and improvement over 24-48 hours.

  - Pseudo-relapses will never show any new or worsening lesions on MRI.
What should I look for when deciding to call my doctor?

- **New or worsening symptoms from your baseline that last more than 24 hours**
  - Your baseline is where you were from a daily symptom perspective prior to the change.
    - For example: if you’re used to seeing a particular item clearly, and suddenly you can’t, you may be experiencing a relapse.
  - Distinguishing new or worsening symptoms is crucial to determining whether you are having a relapse.
  - Only you and your doctor are familiar with your baseline since,
    - It may take months after an attack to recover, and full recovery is not guaranteed.
    - Some symptoms may be permanent and need medications to alleviate.

- **Understanding what your body is trying to tell you may take some practice.**
  - There are many MOG-AD community members available for support and advice.
  - In time, you will understand your pattern of symptoms.

  **The MOG Progression Map** will help you understand where you might go in terms of symptoms based on the initial symptoms that you have had in the past.

  [https://mogproject.org/resources/mogmentum/mogmentum-series-2/]

  - Seasoned/experienced MOG-AD patients/caregivers may be able to know right away.
What do doctors hear from patients?

Optic Nerve

- Is it dark in here?
- I can’t see anything! It’s completely dark!
- I see grey smudges.
- Everything looks more pale and pixelated.
- Everything is blurry.
- It’s like a knife is piercing my head near my eyes.
- Colors don’t look as bright.
- My eyes hurt when I look around.
- It’s like I am in a smoky room.
What do doctors hear from patients?

Brain & Brainstem

- She's not making sense.
- There is so much pressure with this headache.
- I just can't seem to focus.
- I am so tired. I can't get through the day without a nap.
- I have MOG FOG! I can't remember anything.
- Her tantrums come out of nowhere. She is always angry.
- The seizures are getting worse.
- I'm so nauseous I can't eat.
- I can't muster any strength to move.
- I am losing my hearing!
- He is unable to answer me when I ask him a question.
What do doctors hear from patients?

Spinal Cord

- I am afraid I will have an accident. I can’t leave the house.
- I have pain in my back.
- I am feeling a stinging sensation.
- There is a burning pain in my body.
- I have bruises from the spasms.
- Suddenly her gait just looked really strange.
- My belly hurts. I haven’t gone in days.
- The pain in my chest is terrible.
- I have such bad leg pain.
- My legs are weak.
- It feels like my ribs are being squeezed.
Let’s help you communicate your situation a little better with your doctor...
Categorizing the gravity of your situation into **Green**, **Yellow** and **Red** Level of Concern is an easy way to determine how you and your doctor should react:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LEVEL OF CONCERN</th>
<th>Is this a new symptom?</th>
<th>How bad is this symptom in comparison with your baseline?</th>
<th>How many hours has this been going on?</th>
<th>Do you have body stressors (e.g., extreme heat)?</th>
<th>Are you currently experiencing, or have you recently experienced infection/illness or are you just not feeling well?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green (Low)</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>Noticeable, but not as bad as during past relapses or initial attack</td>
<td>Less than 24 hours</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES or NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow (Medium)</td>
<td>YES or NO</td>
<td>Mild and causing a lack of function</td>
<td>More than 24 hours</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red (High)</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>More severe and a causing a lack of function</td>
<td>More than 24 hours and not improving</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*When identifying a Level of Concern, if all criteria are not met for a particular level, please err on the side of caution and choose the highest level where criteria are met*
I SUSPECT THAT I AM HAVING A RELAPSE!
WHAT SHOULD I DO?

- MOG-AD relapses may come on quickly. It is up to you to avoid new and permanent damage by addressing the issue quickly.

- Call your doctor
  - If you are unable to get in touch with your doctor, we strongly suggest you consider going to the ER or A&E.

- There are several ways to verify that you are having a relapse, so your doctor may recommend one or more of these tests, after performing a physical examination, depending on your symptoms:
  - MRI
  - Blood tests
  - Lumbar puncture (spinal tap)
  - Dilated ophthalmologic examination
  - Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT)
  - Visual Field Testing
  - Other physical examinations and cognitive tests
LET’S GET PREPARED!

- Being prepared for your next attack is the best way to live with confidence and know what to do when you might not necessarily be able to think quickly.
  - Getting family members or caretakers involved in this planning is crucial because you might not be able to execute your plan without help

WE SUGGEST...

- Creating an Action Plan with your doctor’s help, which is only for you, your caretaker and your doctor and is an agreement on how a relapse will be handled.
  - This type of plan would be based on the Green/Yellow/Red Level of Concern Table and, for each of these levels include:
    - How you interact with your doctor including the best contact method.
    - What the process will be once the plan is put into motion.
    - A time period in which you can expect the doctor to respond.
    - At which level of concern, the ER (A&E) will fit into this plan and how you and your doctor will interact with these medical providers.

- Creating an ER/A&E Plan to take to an Emergency Room (ER) or Accident and Emergency (A&E) facility
  - It will be important to provide emergency services with an outline of treatment approaches that have worked for you in the past which would be laid out by your doctor in case he/she cannot be reached.
  - You would want to include your past medical records, any medications you are on, any relevant tests (e.g. MOG titer tests), and any allergies.
  - Your treating medical doctor’s contact information.

- Tracking your relapses which can come in handy in discussions with any medical provider concerning your condition.
  - These documents can be made available on hand-held devices such as your smartphone or tablet.
  - For those who do not have these devices, a binder should be ready to take with you.

MOG-AD ACTION PLAN, MOG-AD EMERGENCY PLAN, AND OUR MOG-AD RELAPSE TRACKER

https://MOGPROJECT.ORG/RESOURCES/MOMENTUM/MOUMENTUM-SERIES-4
WHAT’S THE TAKEAWAY?

- Get to know your body, keep track of exactly what you experience with your relapses

- You may even want to keep a symptom diary until you better understand your symptom pattern

- Learn about the potential symptoms of MOG-AD (yes, we know it’s a lot, but you can do it!)

- Keep communication open with your medical providers and let them know how important coordinated fast action is to your well-being.
  - Remember, you and your doctor are a team!

- Join our support network, or those of our partners; share with others, and learn what can happen with your symptoms based on other’s experiences – there is strength in numbers!
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